Each of the components of tile above equations can be put in the form
where 2" = (Xl, x2, x3 (1), (2) and (3) if each component of t7 and o3 and its derivatives satisfy such a condition. We restrict our attention to cases when this is true at some early time, which we assume is possible for a certain subclass of initial conditions. Then we arrive at the conclusion that each of equations (1), (2) and (3) hold for complex _ (i.e. each component is complex ). However, since the right hand side of each component of (1), (2) and (3) is zero, which is analytic for all complex _ and t, it follows that (1), (2) and (3) will hold for all :g and t. The singularities of ff and aJ are those that are consistent with the solutions of (1), (2) and (3) We also require the non-degeneracy condition that Vd -_ 0 where d = 0'. We consider initial conditions that can be decomposed into
where
with 0 < a < 1. Thus the initial vorticity blows up at the complex singular points, though the velocity is finite. In (8) and (9), we assume that each of ff_(2_,0), a3_(Y, 0), ,T(_7,0) and /7(2, 0) are analytic functions of 2 and that they are real valued for real _7. Thus the initial tWe have shown later that this condition is satisfied at later times once satisfied initially. 
Now, for t > 0, we seek solutions
From (2) and (3) 
V._s =0
Vxffs=a_s (19) _s, + as. vzs-z_, ws = 0 (20)
then the relations (16) and (17) imply that
f,
In addition, the substitution of (14) and (15) into (1), with the use of relations (20) - (22),
Now notice that if we choose to evolve d(£, t) according
The existence of/7 satisfying (21), (22) and (25) for small enough time follows from the existence of ,3 and o7,, each satisfying (1)- (3), and of d satisfying (24), since a3-
We also notice that the coefficients in (21), (22) and (25) (in the sense that/Tis C _ but not analytic).
In that case, the continuity of/7 at d --0 implies that at later times, the singularity of _3 is still determined by
where f' is singular. Writing (24) in the characteristic form, it is clear that (26) will be satisfied for points :_0(t) determined by If we consider a basic steady flow, and associate the steady flow velocity and vorticity with ff=(:_)and _=(_), respectively,as describedin the last section,we can considersuperposition of an initial disturbancesothat the initial condition is of the form (8) and (9). Our arguments in the last sectionsuggestthat any point :g0(t)on the singularity surfaced(_o(t), t) = 0 will move according to (27 In that case, the vorticity at 2_ will grow in time.
Remark I
The above conjecture is only a sufficient condition for instability, though not necessary, as shown in a later example. This is because only specific forms of disturbances have been chosennamely, those associated with a specific singularity structure in the complex plane.
Remark 2
There is no restriction on the size of the disturbance, though there is a restriction on its form. Nonetheless, we do not expect this to be useful in uncovering nonlinear instability of flows which are linearly stable since the condition for approach of singularities is equally valid for linearized equations.
Remark 3
Arbitrary disturbances in the conjecture refer to any arbitrary disturbance in three dhnensions, although the steady flow can be two-dimensional. In the following subsections, we present examples of the application of Conjecture 1 to specific simple Euler flows. Conjecture 2 appears to be harder to apply; at this point, it is not clear to us how this can be applied in a fruitful manner.
Elliptical Flows
We first consider the case of plane strain in an infinite flow domain with the velocity field
0. Then according to (27), a singularity at _0 = (z,,x2,xa) moves according to
from which it is clear that if we choose Re xj(O) = 0 for 1 < j _< 3 and Im Xl(0 ) = Im x3(0) = 0, then _0(t) --+ 0 as t + co. According to Conjecture 1, the flow is going to be unstable in the absolute sense. This is in accordance with established results from hydrodynamic stability theory (see Pearson 12 , Lagnado et al la and BayleyH).
The relation of the approach of a complex singularity to the appearance of increasingly small scale structures is highlighted by the following perturbation of our straining flow:
for an arbitrary nontrivial differentiable function f. 
1 corresponds to the axisymmetric where a+fl+7 = 0 due to (l 1). The case of fl = 7 = -_a expansion/contraction which has been studied extensively in the turbulence literature. As 7 --_ 0, the plane strain case considered earlier is recovered. Here, we show how to apply 
The eigenvalues of (60) are c_,/3 and 7 -at least one of which is negative due to the incompressibility constraint c_ +/3 + 3' = 0. Hence, according to Conjecture 1, the flow is unstable in accordance with results from hydrodynamic stability (see Pearson 12 and Townsend15 
where the subscript Y denotes a derivative with respect to the )_ components.
